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Abstract 
We show that any distance-regular graph whose Bose Mesner algebra contains a spin model 
of a certain type is thin in the sense of Terwilliger. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Introduction 
A spin model W is a square matrix satisfying certain conditions which ensure that 
it yields an invariant of knots and links via a statistical mechanical construction of 
Jones [20]. Recently, Jaeger [18] proved that every symmetric spin model W is con- 
tained in the Bose-Mesner algebra of some association scheme. Immediately after the 
announcement of this result, Nomura [21] gave a canonical construction for a Bose 
Mesner algebra N(W) containing W for each symmetric spin model W. Nomura's 
construction was then generalized to include non-symmetric spin models by Jaeger, 
Matsumoto, and Nomura [19]. 
In this paper we investigate the situation W E M C_ N(W), where W denotes a spin 
model and M is the Bose-Mesner algebra of  a distance-regular g aph F. More precisely, 
we study the Terwilliger algebra of F in this case. 
Let F=(X,E) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d, and fix a vertex 
x of F. The Terwilliger algebra T= T(x) is the subalgebra of Matx(C) generated 
E* E* where A denotes the adjacency matrix for F and E* denotes by A, E~, I . . . . .  J ,  
the projection onto the ith subconstituent of F with respect to x. An irreducible 
T-module W is said to be thin whenever dimE*W~<l (O<~i<~d). F is said to bc 
thin with respect to x whenever every T(x) module is thin, and F is said to be: 
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thin whenever F is thin with respect to every vertex. Every distance-regular graph 
with diameter at most 2 is thin, but distance-regular graphs with diameter at least 3 
need not be thin. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let F = (X,R) denote a distance-regular g aph with diameter d~ 3, and let 
M denote the Bose-Mesner algebra of F. Let W denote a spin model and assume 
d that W EM CN(W). Write W= ~-]~i=otiAi, where Ai is the ith distance-matrix of 
F, and assume that the scalars to, tj ..... td satisfy ti ~ {t0,-t0} (1 <<,i<<,d). Then F is 
thin. 
2. Background 
In this section we briefly review some background material. We begin by re- 
calling some facts about commutative association schemes. For more details see 
[4] or [7]. 
Let X be a finite, non-empty set, and let Matx(C)  denote the C-algebra of matrices 
with entries in C whose rows and columns are indexed by X. For all A E Matx(C)  
and for all a, b EX, we write A(a,b) to denote the (a, b )-entry of A. Let V= C Ixl 
denote the column vector space indexed by X. Observe that Matx(C)  acts on V by 
left multiplication. For each y E X, let 33 denote the element of V with a 1 in the y 
coordinate and zeros everywhere lse. We endow V with the Hermitian inner product 
(,) defined by (u, v) = utS. 
By a commutative association scheme (or simply scheme hereafter) we mean a pair 
~{'=(X,{Ai}i-O,l,...,d), where X is a finite, non-empty set, and where Ao,A1 . . . . .  AaE 
Matx(C)  are non-zero (0,1) matrices satisfying the following conditions: (i) 
d ~-~i=oAi =J  (the all ones matrix), (ii) A0 =I  (the identity matrix), (iii) for all i (0~<i 
~<d) there exists an i' (O<~i'<.d) such that A~=Ai,, and (iv) for all h, i, and 
j (O<<.h,i,j~d) there exists a scalar p~ such that AiAj =AjAi = ~-~=0 p~.Ah. Ai is 
called the ith associate matrix of Y'. 
Let Y" = (X, {Ai}i-O,l,...,d) be a scheme. From ( i ) - ( iv )  we see that A0, Al . . . . .  Aa form 
a basis for a commutative subalgebra M of Matx(C).  We refer to M as the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of ~r. By [4], M has a basis E0, E1 . . . . .  Ea satisfying: (i) ~ai=oEi =I ,  
(ii) E0 = Ix I -1 J ,  (iii) for all i (O<~i<<.d) there exists an f (0~<f~<d) such that E~ =E i  
=E~, and (iv) EiEj=rijEi (O<<.i,j<<.d). We refer to Eo,Ei . . . . .  Ea as the primitive 
idempotents of 5(. 
Observe that M is closed under entry-wise multiplication, o. By the Hadamard 
algebra on M we mean the vector space M together with o. Observe that the Ai are 
the primitive idempotents of the Hadamard algebra. 
By a duality of M we mean a vector space isomorphism ~u mapping M onto itself 
satisfying ~(AB) = tP(A) o ~V(B), ~U(A o B) = IX[ - l  ~(A)~(B), and ~u(~U(A)) = IX[A t 
for all A, B E M. Whenever a duality of M exists, we say that M is self-dual. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let ~ = (X, {Ai}i-o,l,...,t) denote a scheme, and let M denote the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of W. Suppose there exists a duality 7 j of M. Then there exists an 
orderin9 Eo,E1 . . . . .  Ea of the primitive idempotents such that ~P(Ei)=Ai (O<~i <~d). 
We refer to this orderin9 as the standard ordering of the primitive idempotents with 
respect o ~v. 
Proof. Observe that for all i , j  (O<~i,j<<,d), ~P(Ei)o 7J(E/)= 7J(EiE/)=6!iT(Ej), so 
T(E0), T(EI ) . . . . .  7J(Ej) form a basis of primitive idempotents for the Hadamard al- 
gebra on M. It follows that for an appropriate indexing ~(Ei)=Ai  (O<~i<~d). 
Lemma 2.2. Let 3" = (X, {Ai}i-O,1,...,d) denote a scheme, and let M denote the Bose-- 
Mesner algebra of Y{'. Suppose there exists a duality ~P of M. Let Eo, Et . . . . .  Ej 
denote the primitive idempotents of Y/" in the standard order with respect o T. 
(i) 7J(A~)= IX[Ei (O~i~d).  
(ii) i=i' (O<~i<~d). 
Proof. (i) By definition ~P(~P(Ei))=IXIEj. We have seen that 
Lemma 2.1, so the result follows. 
(ii) Observe that IXIAi, = ~(~(A/ ) )= IXl~e(Ei)= bXlAi. [] 
7J(Ei) = A i by 
We now briefly review the connection between (not necessarily symmetric) spin 
models and commutative association schemes. For more information concerning this 
material see [19,21,2]. Let X be a finite, non-empty set. A spin model on X is a 
matrix W E Matx(C)  that has all entries non-zero, and which satisfies the following 
equations for all a,b,c EX: 
W(x,b)W(x,c) -1 = Ixl~h~, 
x ~ X 
Z W(x,a)W(x,b)W(x,c) I =LW(a,b)W(c,b)- I  W(a,c)-I 
x C X 
for some LER such that LZ= [X]. A spin model is said to be symmetric when 
it is a symmetric matrix. Each spin model gives rise to a scheme via the follow- 
ing construction of Nomura. For all b, c E X, define Yh, E V to have x coordinate 
Y~,,.(x)= W(x,b)/W(x,c) for all xEX.  Define N(W) to be the set of all matrices 
A cMatx(C)  such that for all b, cEX,  the vector Yt, c is an eigenvector of A. By 
[19], W E N(W) and N(W) is the Bose-Mesner algebra of some scheme. 
Let W denote a spin model on X. For A EN(W) ,  let ~P(A)EMatx(C) be defined 
by AY~,~.=(~P(A))(b,c)Ybc for all b, cEX.  By [19], 7 j is a duality of N(W), and the 
map ~P can be expressed by 
kP(A)=7-~Wo(W' (W t oA)) (AEN(W)) ,  (1) 
where W' is defined by W'(x ,y )=W(y ,x )  i (x, yEX) ,  and where c~ is the scalar 
given by W'J=Lo~J. Observe that ~P(W)=LW ~t and 7J(W')=LW. 
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Definition 2.3. Let Y'=(X,{Ai}i_o,i,..,a) denote a scheme, let M denote the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of  5~', and let W be a spin model on X. Suppose W E M. By the 
weights of W (with respect to W) we mean the complex scalars to, tl . . . . .  tj such 
that W = ~--]~l_0 tiAi. The scheme Y' is said to support the spin model W whenever 
WEMC_N(W).  
An example is discussed in [19] of  a scheme which supports a spin model W and 
whose Bose-Mesner algebra is properly contained in N(W). Our aim is to study the 
distance-regular g aphs which support a spin model. Before proceeding to this case, let 
us try to understand the notion of  support better. In particular, we wish to stress that 
the assumption M C_ N(W) is essential and independent of  the assumption that W E M. 
The notion of  support is related to that of  fusion schemes. Let .°ff=(X,{Bi}i 0,1,...,D) 
denote a scheme. By a fusion scheme of ~ (or its Bose-Mesner algebra), we mean a 
scheme ~ = (X, {Ai}i 0,1....,a) such that each Ai is the sum of a subset of  {Bi}i 0,L_.,D. 
For more on fusion schemes ee, for example [6]. 
Lemma2.4 .  Let W =(X, {Ai}i-o,1,...,a) denote a scheme, let M denote the 
Bose-Mesner algebra of £F, and let W denote a ~pin model on X. Then ~5 supports 
W if and only if WEM and W is aJusion scheme of N(W). 
Proof. First suppose W supports ~ ' ,  Then W EM and Ai EN(W)  by definition. Thus 
each Ai is a linear combination of  the associate matrices for N(W). Since the associate 
matrices are zero-one matrices with no common non-zero entries, it must be the case 
that the coefficients of this linear combination are zero and one, and this implies 
that X is a fusion scheme of the scheme of N(W). Conversely, suppose that Y" is 
a fusion scheme of N(W). Then certainly each AiCN(W),  so MC_N(W). Thus ~r' 
supports W. [] 
Schemes which support a spin model inherit a duality from N(W). 
Lemma 2.5. Let 35 = (X, {Ai}i-o,1,...,d) enote a scheme, and let M denote the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of ~. Let W denote a spin model on X, assume that W E M, and let 
to, tl . . . . .  td denote the weights of W with respect o ~J'. Let 7 ~ denote the duality of 
N( W) given by (1). 
(i) W'= ~ai ot~,lAi. In particular, W' EM. 
(ii) Suppose W supports W. Then the restriction of ~ to M is a duality of M. In 
particular, Y" is self-dual. 
Proof. (i) Clear since W o (W')  t =d .  
(ii) For all A E M, ~U(A) E M by (1) since M is closed under transposition, Hadamard 
product, and matrix product. Now the restriction qJiM is a duality of  M in light of  the 
remarks preceding Lemma 2.1. [] 
Definition 2.6. Let 5~ = (X, {Ai}i=o,1,._,d) denote a scheme, and let M denote the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of  W. Let W denote a spin model on X, and assume that 5( supports W. 
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An ordering Eo,E1 . . . . .  E j  of the primitive idempotents of ,Y" is said to be standard 
with respect to W whenever it is standard with respect o 7J[.~t, where 7 ~ is the duality 
of N(W)  given by (1). 
Lemma 2.7. Let Y= (X, {Ai},=0.1 ...... /) denote a scheme, and let M denote the Bose 
Mesner algebra o) ¢" ~. Let W denote a spin model on ~ Suppose :?" suppurts W 
Let Eo,Ei . . . . .  E j  denote the primitive idempotents o[/1" in the standard order with 
respect to W. Then 
d d 
W = L~ t i lE i ,  W' =L~ tiE i. 
l=0  i=0 
Proof. We have seen that ~(W' )=LW by (1). Also, applying Lemma 2.2, we see 
that ~(W' )= V' J  t-I~V(A~) 2 J = Y' J  t z_,,~o, L ~ i=otY  IE i ' I t f ° l l °wsthat  W L z_,i ~ i IE, .Now, 
since WW'= ]XII, W' -  L x-'J - -  z_~i=0 tiEi. 
Lemma 2.8. Let 7, = (X, {A,}i=o,l,..,~t ) denote a scheme, and let W denote a spi, mode! 
on X. Let M denote the Bose-Mesner algebra g[Z, assume WE M, and let to, t~ . . . . .  t,~ 
denote the weights of  W with respect to Z. Then 
(i) to, tl . . . . .  tj are distinct if  and only it" W generates M. 
(ii) [ [  these equivalent conditions hold, then M C_ N(W) ,  and Z supports W. 
Proof. Clearly a matrix Z = ~/o  ziEi generates M if and only if the zi are distinct. 
d By Lemma 2.7, W=L~i=0 t,71E~, and (i) follows. If W generates M, then clearly 
M CN(W) ,  so 7~ supports W. [] 
Although the algebra generated by a spin model W is a natural object to consider, 
it is not always a Bose-Mesner algebra, as shown by examples given in [3]. See also 
[17] for further discussion of this point. However, it is not necessary that a spin model 
generates the Bose-Mesner algebra of any scheme which supports it. 
We now review some facts about distance-regular graphs and the Q-polynomial 
property. See [4] or [7] for more details. Let F=(X,R)  denote a finite, connected, 
undirected graph with no loops or multiple edges, let ~7 denote the shortest-path dis- 
tance function of F, and let d denote the diameter of F. F is said to be distance-re,gula,," 
whenever for all integers i (O<~i~d) and for all x, ycX  with i~(x,)')=i, the num- 
bers c ,=]{zcX IO(x ,z )= i -1 ,  (~(y,z)=l}l ,  a~=l{zEX l~(x ,z )= i ,  ¢?(y,z) 1}. 
and b~=l{zEX l? (x ,z )= i+ l ,  (~(y,z)=l} l  arc independent o fx  and y. The con- 
stants ci, aj, and bi are  known as the intersection numbers of F. For x ~ X, we write 
F,-(x) = {yEy lc~(x ,y )= i  } (O<~i<~d). 
For each integer i (O<~i<~d), let Ai denote the matrix in Matx(C)  with (x,y)-entp.¢ 
A i (x ,y )= 1 if ? (x ,y )= i  and 0 otherwise. The matrix Ai is called the ith distance 
matrix of F. The matrix A =AI  is just the adjacency matrix of F. It is well known 
that (X,{A,}~=o,~...j) is an association scheme. We use F to refer to both the graph 
and to the association scheme arising from the graph. Observe that every matrix in the 
Bose-Mesner algebra of a distance-regular g aph is symmetric. 
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Observe that A = ~-~J=00iEi for some scalars 00, 0i .... ,0a. The scalar Oi is known 
as the eigenvalue of F associated with El. It is well known that the eigenvalues of 
F are distinct. For any primitive idempotent E, there exist scalars 0g, * * O1. . . . .  0~, such 
that E = Igl -~ ~=00?A i .  The scalars 0g', * * 01... . .  0 3 are called the dual eigenvalues 
of F associated with E. Observe that for any x, y E X, (E~,E)~) = IX ] - 10~, where 
h = 0(x, y). 
An ordering Eo,E1,... ,Ea of the primitive idempotents i said to be a Q-polynomial 
ordering whenever for all distinct integers i,j (0 <~ i,j <<, d), E1 (El oEj) ~ 0 if and only if 
l i - j l  = 1. Let E denote a primitive idempotent. Then F is said to be Q-polynomial with 
respect o E when there exists a Q-polynomial ordering of the primitive idempotents 
such that E =El .  F is said to be Q-polynomial whenever F is Q-polynomial with 
respect o at least one primitive idempotent. We will use the following characterization 
of the Q-polynomial property. 
Theorem 2.9 (Terwilliger [26, Theorem 3.3(vii)]). Let F= (X,R) be a distance- 
regular graph with diameter d. Let E denote a primitive idempotent of F, and let 
0 o ,* 01.,.. , 02 denote the dual eigenvalues of F associated with E. Then F is Q- 
polynomial with respect o E if and only if (i) O* #0"  (1 <~i<~d), and (ii) for all 
j ,k  (1 <~j,k<~d) and for all vertices y and yt 
Eh - ~ Eb E span{E)3 - E)3'}. (2) 
ueFi(y)fqFk(y') uEFk(y)fqFj(y') 
Lemma 2.10. Let F = (X,R) denote a distance-regular g aph with diameter d >>.2. Let 
W denote a spin model and assume that F supports W. Let Eo,E1 . . . . .  Ed denote the 
primitive idempotents o fF  in the standard order with respect o W. Then Eo,E1,... ,Ed 
is a Q-polynomial ordering. 
Proof. The metric property of D implies that for all distinct i and j , A o (AiAj)# 0 
if and only if [ i -  j[ ~<1. Applying 7 ~ to this relation shows that Eo,EI . . . . .  Ea is 
a Q-polynomial ordering. [3 
Definition 2.11. Let F = (X,R) denote a distance-regular g aph with diameter d/>2. 
Let W denote a spin model, assume that F supports W. An ordering 00, 01 . . . . .  Od of 
the eigenvalues of F is said to be standard with respect o W if the corresponding 
ordering Eo,El . . . . .  Ed of the primitive idempotents of F is standard with respect o W. 
By the standard dual eigenvalues with respect o W, we mean the dual eigenvalues 
with respect o El, where E0,E1 . . . . .  Ed denote the primitive idempotents of F in the 
standard order with respect o W. 
Lemma 2.12. Let F=(X,R)  denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d>~2. 
Let W denote a spin model, assume that F supports W. Let 0o, 01 .... , Od denote the 
eigenvalues of F in the standard order with respect o W, and let 0~, * * 01... . .  03 denote 
the standard dual eigenvalues o fF  with respect o W. Then O* = Oi (O<~i<~d). 
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Proof. Applying ~P to A = ~d_ 00iEi shows that 0* = Oi (O<<.i<<.d). D 
We now breifly review the Terwilliger algebra of a distance-regular graph. For more 
on the Terwilliger algebra see [23-25]. Fix any x EX. For each integer i (O<~i<.d), 
let E* =E*(x)  denote the diagonal matrix in Matx(C) with (y, y)-entry E*(y, y )= 1 
if ~(x, y )= i, and 0 otherwise. Let T = T(x) denote the subalgebra of Matx(C) gener- 
ated by * * * A,E o,E 1 . . . . .  E d. The algebra T is called the Terwilliger (or subconstituent) 
algebra of F with respect to x. 
By a T-module we mean a subspace U C_ V such that TU c_ U. A T-module U is 
said to be irreducible whenever U ¢ 0 and U contains no T-modules other than 0 and 
U. An irreducible T-module U is called thin if dim E~U<<,I (O<~i<,d). The graph 
F is said to be thin with respect to x when every irreducible T-module is thin. The 
graph F is said to be thin when F is thin with respect o every x C X. 
For the Q-polynomial distance-regular graphs, the thin property has been character- 
ized by a simple combinatorial condition: 
Theorem 2.13 (Terwilliger [25, Theorem 5.1]). Let F=(X ,R)  be a distance-regular 
graph with diameter d and suppose that F is Q-polynomial. Fix x E X. Then F is 
thin with respect to x if  and only if for all i (2<~i~d-  1) and for all w, w' c Fi(x), 
IE ~(x)nS(w)nr2(w')l = IE , (x )c~5(w)nr~(w' ) l .  
We conclude this section by recalling some facts from [12] about distance-regular 
graphs which support a spin model. 
Lemma 2.14 (Curtin and Nomura [12, Lemma 4.2]). Let F=(X ,R)  denote a dist- 
ance-regular graph with diameter d )  2. Let W denote a spin model, and assume 
that F supports' W. Let to, t l , . . . ,td denote the weights of W with respect to F, 
and let 0o, Ol . . . . .  Od denote the eigenvalues of F in the standard order with respect 
to W. Fix u, vEX, and write h=O(u,v). Then/or  all r,s (O<~r,s<~d) and for all 
w ~ r , (u )n  r,(v), 
,-*1 ~+1 [ti~ tr 
~ 15(w)n~(~)nS . (v )  = oh (3) 
i=r  - 1 /=::, I / ~s '  
r+l .,+~ (/ & 
~ //]l(W)NF/(u)N~(t')]~ = 0h~,.. (4) 
i=r l/=,s I 
Lemma 2.15 (Curtin and Nomura [12, Lemma 4.5]). Let F= (X,R) denote a dist- 
ance-regular graph with diameter d )  2. Let W denote a spin model, and assume 
that F supports W. Let to, tl . . . . .  td denote the weights of W with respect to F, and 
let 0o, 0 t . . . . .  ~t denote the standard dual eigenvalues of F with respect to W. Then 
.for all i (1 <,i<~d) 
ti/(ti l) - (ti-l)/ti (tl/to) - (to/tl) 
= (5) 
0t_ 1 -- 0 t 0~ --  0~ 
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Corollary 2.16 (Curtin and Nomura [12, Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7]). Let F = (X,R) de- 
note a distance-reoular 9raph with diameter d>~2. Let W denote a spin model, and 
assume that F supports W. Let to, t l , . . . ,  td denote the weights of  W with respect to F. 
(i) I f  tj E {tj 1 , - t / -1} Jor some j (1 <~j<<.d), then t~ E {to,-to} (O<~i~d). 
(ii) l f  tj i=t i_ l  Jbr some j (l <~j<~d- 1), then t iE{to, - to} (O<<.i<~d). 
The spin models which have only two distinct entries have been discussed in a more 
general context in [15]. 
3. Main result 
Throughout his section F = (X,R) shall denote a distance-regular g aph with diam- 
eter d/> 3 and W shall denote a spin model. We assume that F supports W, and write 
t0, f i , . . . ,  td to denote the weights of W with respect o F. We further assume that the 
weights to, tl . . . .  ,tj satisfy t~ ~{t0 , - t0)  for all i (1 <<.i<<.d). Throughout his section, 
00, 01 . . . . .  0d will denote the eigenvalues of F in the standard order with respect to 
W, and 00,01 . . . . .  0ff will represent he standard dual eigenvalues of F with respect 
to W. 
Definition 3.1. Fix i (2 ~< i ~< d - 1 ), and fix x, y, y' E X with 0(x, y) = i, ?(x, y ' )  = i, and 
g(y , J )  = 3. For all h (2~h~<4) and for a l l j  ( i - l<~j<~i+l ) ,  define I f= I f ( i , x ,y ,y ' )  
by ~?' = I~(x)~F~(y)C~F~,(y') l, and define//h =i/h(i,x, y, y,) by/j,h = I~(x)n~(y')~ 
~,(y)l. 
Observe that by elementary counting arguments 13+1 =b i -  Ii2+l - I~, ,  1,3_, =c i -  
171 --/4_1, I 2 =C3 --/2+1 -- 171,  14 =b3 - 14~1 - /4_1 ,  and 13 =a3 -- b i -  ci +/~2+l q- 
/4+1 +111 +/4_1" Thus we will always simplify our expressions o that only the four 
terms/,.2_ 1,I41, I~+,, and I4+1 appear. We will similarly simplify expressions involving 
the I~ h. 
Lemma 3.2. With the notation of  Definition 3.1, 
0 = --(ITS, -- 1;~1 )(t~+l - t2)ti-I + @2 1 -- 1/2-, )(t~ - t~l )ti+l, 
0 = -(14+i - 1[ 4, )(t~+l - tT)ti I -t- (I4_, - lf41 )(Fi - t~_l )ti+l. 
(6) 
(7) 
ProoL To see (6), set j = 1 and k = 2 in (2) and take the inner product of both sides 
with E2 to obtain 
o:  (i?+, - i5+, - o? ) + ( I L ,  - i' 1 ) (o ,* ,  - o? ). 
Eliminating the dual eigenvalues using (5), we routinely obtain (6). Equation (7) is 
proved similarly by setting j = 1 and k = 4 in (2). [] 
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Lemma 3.3. With the notation q f  De/in/t/on 3.1, 
0 = (17+ ' - I:~ 1 )(te I - ts')(ti~ 1 - ti ) + (141 - 1,'~i )(t:' - t~')(t,~, - t, ) 
+(ff I-l::l)(t~_ I t3 l)(t: l--t/) 
+(I4 t-l,:41)(t~ I t~l)(t i  i - - t / ) ,  (8) 
0 = (1,~, - I,:~, )(t2 - ts)(t,~ll - t i ' )  -- ( I~,  - 1:4., )(t4 t3)(ti_) I - t. ') 
+ (I~ l 12 t4 I~ I ) ( t2 - - t3 ) ( t~ l l  tll 1)+( I :1 - -1 i  I ) ( t4 - t3 ) ( t ,  l l - t ,  I). (9) 
Proof. To prove (8), first apply (3) with u=x,  v=/ ,  and w= y. After simplifying 
this gives 
Oi _ =I/-~ I t2 t~,_ t~ + +I ' l l  \ t4 t~,~ t~ + -t3 
,,) (,, t/-1 ti ti I + . + l :  [i 
+ 17-1 2 t2 t2 ts ~ I t~ t4 ts 
ti+ I ti ti ti I C t, 
+ bi5~-~ + ~ t~ + h~ ~ + c/.7. ' + (.~ - bi - , )~  
Now apply (3) with u=x,  v=y,  and w=) / .  This yields a second equation which 
are identical to the one which appears immediately above and except hat each 1/' is 
replaced by I;/'. Subtracting this second equation from the first yields (8). Equation (9) 
is proved similarly using (4) in place of (3). 
Lemma 3.4. With the notation o f  Definition 3.1, I~' =1.1/h (2~<h~<4, i -  l ~ j~ i - -1 ) .  
Proof. Observe that equations (6), (7), (8), and (9) give a system of four homogeneous 
linear equations in the four variables 1~+, - I:2,,14_, -- 1:4,,17, - I:~-,, and I~1 - /,4,. 
The coefficient matrix of this system has determinant 
(t3 t2 ) ( t2 - t4 ) ( t4 - ts ) ( t i - t i  i )2(t,~l-t/  l )2 ( t , - t /+ l )  2 
t2tst4 
This determinant is non-zero by Corollary 2.16 since ti ~ {to, - to} for all i (1 <~i<~d). 
Hence, all four variables are zero, and the result follows. U~ 
Definition 3.5. Fix i (2<~i<~d - 1), and pick x,z,z '  ~X with ?:(x,z) i, ~?(x,::)=i. 
and c?(z,z')=2. For all h (l~<h~<3) and for all j ( i -  l<~j<~i+ 1), define ~/ '= 
H//'(i,x,z,z ') by H/h=l~(x)NF l (z )A~, (z ' ) l ,  and define H/h=H/ i ' ( i ,x ,z ,z  ') by 
~" : I~(x) r~ r~ (z') :~ r/,(z)l. 
Observe that by elementary counting arguments If,~ l = b : -  H~+ , - H i l l ,H i ,  - c , -  
H,3, - H,'~, H i' = c2 - H/It, - Hi" ,, H,? =: b2 H/~+, - Hi3,, and H i = a2 - b, - c~ + 
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Hill-]-///3+ l ~-9/1 1 -'~ 9/31 . Similar expressions hold for the Hj 'h. Also observe that 
~1 =Hf  1 for all j (i - 1 ~j<<.i + 1). 
Lemma 3.6. With the notation of Definition 3.5, 
0 ~-- (9 /31  - -  9/t+31 ) ( t i+  1 - -  ti) "4- (/-//3_ 1 - -  9 / '31  ) ( t i - I  - -  ti), 
0 = (S?+ 1 - HI+31 )(t~7+l 1 - tt 7-1 ) q-  (9 /3_  1 - H "3 , )(t,7_ 1, - t i  1 ). 
(10) 
(11) 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we first apply (3) with u=x, v=z', 
and w = z, and then we subtract he analogous equation arising when we take u =x,  
v =z,  and w=z'.  This gives (10). Equation (11) is proved similarly using (4) in place 
of (3) [] 
Lemma 3.7. With the notation of Definition 3.5, Hj h = Hj 'h (1 ~ h ~< 3, i - 1 ~<j ~< 
i+ I ) .  
Proof. Observe that equations (10) and (11 ) give a system of two homogeneous linear 
equations in the two variables H/3+l- HI+31 and 9/3_ I -/-//'3_ l . The coefficient matrix of 
this system has determinant 
(ti -- t i - l  )(ti+l - -  ti-1 ) ( t i+ l  - -  ti) 
ti-ltiti+l 
This determinant is non-zero by Corollary 2.16 since ti¢ {to,-to} for all i (1 <,i<~d). 
Thus both variables are zero, and the result follows. [] 
Theorem 3.8. Let F=(X,R) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d~>3, 
and let W denote a spin model. Assume that F supports W and that the weights 
t0,tl . . . . .  td of W with respect o F satisfy ti f~ {t0,-t0} for all i (1 <~i<~d). Then F 
is thin. 
Proof. Fix i (2<<.i<<.d- 1), and fix vertices x,w,w'EX such that O(x,w)--i, 
t3(x, w ' )= i. By Theorem 2.13 it suffices to show that 
]q - l (x )  N F2(w) n q (w')l = 1~-l(x) n 5 (w) n F2(w')[. (12) 
Observe that the left-hand side of  (12) equals c i -  tFi_l(x) A Fl(w) N Fl(w')l if O(w,w') 
= 1, H/~21 (i, x, w, w' ) if 8(w, w') = 2, I/~_ 21 (i, x, w, w' ) if O(w, w' ) = 3, and 0 otherwise. The 
right-hand side of (12) equals c i -  [Fi_l(x)AFl(W)NFl(w')l if 8 (w,w' )= 1, 9/2_1(i,x, 
w,w') if 8(w,w')=2,IZ_l(i,x,w,w t) if 8(w,w')=3, and 0 otherwise. Now (12) holds 
in light of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7, and the result follows. [] 
Corollary 3.9. Let F=(X,R)  denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d~>3, 
and let W denote a spin model Assume that W lies in the Bose-Mesner algebra 
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of  F. I f  the weights to, tl . . . . .  t~t o f  W with respect to F are distinct Jrom one another 
and f rom -to,  then F is thin. 
Proof .  C lear  f rom Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 3.8. 
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